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Standing out is a product 
feature, and we made 

this differentiator come 
to life with bold design 
and vibrant packaging 

for Conserv.

Case Study:
CONSERV

SITUATION
Conserv, a technology start-up specializing in environmental 
monitoring and conservation for museums developed a new 
product and needed to secure assets and strategy for launch. Their 
team wanted fresh branding for the product, packaging, company 
website, and digital app.

In addition to a thorough technical audit and analysis of top 
competitors in the market, we developed a comprehensive review 
of Conserv’s existing visual identity in order to provide the most 
informed recommendations for an update that would stand out.

www.1909DIGITAL.com | hi@1909digital.com



In a niche market controlled by a few long-standing data logger 
companies, Conserv saw the opportunity to create a better product 
by focusing on usability, ease of access and building a community 
around conservation and environmental monitoring practices. 

Rather than aligning with competitors who had control of the 
greatest market share, we chose to emphasize the aesthetic 
sophistication of their audience. We encouraged the team to be as 
bold in their use of color, type, and space as they were with their 
software development — to be guided by the primary brand 
keywords: visionary, empowering, trusted. 

FINDINGS
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It was evident early on 
that we were building a 

community, not a 
commodity. 
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SANSITA
AaBbCcDdEeFfGgHh
IiJjKkLlMmNnOoPp
QqRrSsTtUuVvWw
XxYyZz1234567890
~!@#$%^&*()-+÷=?

This typeface is primarily used for headers, 
block quotes, and emphasis. When used for 
these purposes, it is set in Bold Italic to 
foreground its friendly characteristics and 
establish a strong hierarchy. 

Sansita is lively and highly calligraphic. With 
tracking and kerning adjusted, it is used for 
the brand wordmark.

Available through Google Fonts under the 
Open Font License, it is ideal for web use as 
well as print.

MERRIWEATHER SANS
AaBbCcDdEeFfGgHh
IiJjKkLlMmNnOoPp
QqRrSsTtUuVvWw
XxYyZz1234567890
~!@#$%^&*()-+÷=?

This is the primary text typeface for all brand 
communications and long-form copy. When 
used at normal sizes, it will be set at its Light 
weight, although it includes a full range of 
styles to be used as needed.

Both welcoming and highly professional 
generally, the Italic in particular shares many 
of Sansita’s features. While semi-condensed 
and economical, Merriweather Sans is 
designed to work well at small sizes.

Available through Google Fonts under the 
Open Font License, it is ideal for web use as 
well as print.

Typography helps to anchor Conserv’s brand identity 
and should be used consistently. The two typefaces 

contrast. Boldly contemporary but with humanist roots, 
together they establish a welcoming professionalism.

Typography Guide
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Color Guide

#6600fd
102 / 0 / 253
264º / 100 / 99

hex
RGB
HSB

#0dfccb
13 / 252 / 203
166º / 94 / 98

#fcf519
252 / 245 / 25
57º / 89 / 98

255 / 0 / 88
338º / 100 / 100

255 / 255 / 255
0º / 0 / 100

Purple

Cyan

Yellow

Pink

White

100% 75% 50%

#000000
0 / 0 / 0
0º / 0 / 0

Black

25%

Color is a critical component of communicating tone and 
has strong emotional as well as cultural connotations. 
The Conserv palette is highly saturated and bright, 
conveying energy, friendliness , and confidence. Its 
primary, secondary, and tertiary components create a 
flexible and dynamic system ideal for digital spaces.
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Aa Aa
Merriweather

Sans Light
Sansita

Bold Italic

safety space 
1.5x outer

stroke of
logo

Logo Guide

#6600fd #0dfccb #fcf519
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SOLUTIONS
Working with the existing brandmark to retain brand equity, we 
created a new logotype and logo suite, an expanded palette with 
bolder brand colors, and official typefaces for website and app use 
in addition to print. We created a custom icon set to clearly 
communicate the breadth of collections and diverse audiences 
served, reinforcing Conserv’s positioning as a fresh take on 
outdated data logging technology.
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Design by committee and ensuing complications surrounding 
excitement for a new product launch

Trusting a business partner to showcase the company through 
packaging and brand design in order to reach targeted 
stakeholders  

Launching a product with speed and success by identifying key 
differentiators in a saturated market  

Introducing a new technology that deals with detailed, 
complicated data in an approachable manner — not creating an 
overwhelming feel for users. Doing so successfully required 
projecting a fun, friendly, and approachable product while 
maintaining industry integrity and increasing capabilities

•

•

•

•

CONSIDERATIONS
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By partnering with 
Conserv we helped create 

a product that puts time 
back in the userʼs hands, 

no matter budget, 
skillset, or capacity.



With a newly developed brand, product packaging, and website, 
Conserv was able to take the market by storm. Vibrant design 
created a visual differentiator, allowing for a seamless launch. The 
web build centered around user experience and showcasing 
capabilities, increasing sales opportunities.

As a team, we were committed to the priority of introducing an 
innovative product in a controlled market while delivering the 
needs and wants of the future for environmental control and 
conservation. 

WINS
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Sometimes a 
well-designed product 

goes unnoticed without 
proper marketing. 

Marrying an innovative 
product with brave brand 

and packaging design 
allowed for a unique 

approach.  


